Advancing therapeutic protein discovery and development through comprehensive computational and biophysical characterization.
Therapeutic protein candidates should exhibit favorable properties that render them suitable to become drugs. Nevertheless, there are no well-established guidelines for the efficient selection of proteinaceous molecules with desired features during early-stage development. Such guidelines can emerge only from a large body of published research that employs orthogonal techniques to characterize therapeutic proteins in different formulations. In this work, we share a study on a diverse group of proteins, including their primary sequences, purity data, and computational and biophysical characterization at different pH and ionic strength. We report weak linear correlations between many of the biophysical parameters. We suggest that a stability comparison of diverse therapeutic protein candidates should be based on a computational and biophysical characterization in multiple formulation conditions, as the latter can largely determine whether a protein is above or below a certain stability threshold. We use the presented dataset to calculate several stability risk scores obtained with an increasing level of analytical effort and show how they correlate with protein aggregation during storage. Our work highlights the importance of developing combined risk scores that can be used for early-stage developability assessment. We suggest that such scores can have high prediction accuracy only when they are based on protein stability characterization in different solution conditions.